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Recommended Equipment for Walking Dogs
No-Pull harnesses are the best way to help control a dog who pulls on leash. If your dog doesn’t pull
on leash I would recommend using a martingale collar. This collar is adjusted to tighten just enough
so your dog can’t pull out of it if something scares or excites your dog, but doesn’t choke your dog
like a chain slip collar.
No-Pull Dog Harnesses
Easy Walk Harness

Found at: www.petexpertise.com/dawgs Online price $17.50 plus $4.75 shipping. Enter
“dawgs5” at checkout for 5 % discount.
Also available at Pet Food Express. $25.00 to $35.00 at Pet Food Express.
Sizes:
To determine your dog’s size, measure your dog’s girth (around the widest part of his chest, behind
his front legs - see diagram above). Please measure carefully to avoid shipping charges necessary
for an exchange.
Girth
Measurement

Size

12 - 15"

P

15 - 17"

P/S

16 - 19"

S

19 - 23"

S/M

21 - 27"

M

23 - 33"

M/L

27 - 35"

L

35 - 46"

XL
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Once fitted, the Easy
Walk™ Harness from
Premier works
instantly, painlessly
and effectively to
make leash walking
more pleasant for both you and your dog.
The leash connection ring is located on the center of the chest strap. When your dog pulls on
the leash, he will be guided back towards you, which naturally discourages pulling.
Leash attachment at the chest prevents pressure over a dog’s throat and neck which is
especially important for toy breeds that can be susceptible to tracheal damage.
Martingale (loop) closure helps prevent gapping and shifting and makes the harness more
effective.
A quick-snap buckle is included on both the shoulder and belly straps to make it easier to get
the harness on and off your dog.
Instructions are included
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SENSE-ible™ Dog Harness

Found at: www.softouchconcepts.com/products/sense_ible_harness.html
On-site price20.95
Also, available at East Bay SPCA Adoption Center.
The SENSE-ible™ is the “second”, patented Front-Connection™
harness. It has the same design as the SENSE-ation™ for our
Softouch training methods, general management, and everyday use.
The SENSE-ible™ is a lower cost version of the SENSE-ation™
based on an easier manufacturing process. The materials are the
same as the SENSE-ation™ except for metal adjuster hardware
inplace of nylon (plastic) adjuster hardware.
*Instruction Booklet included.
Each harness is available in:
Black
Royal Blue
Red

Harness Available in:
X-Large (131 - 200 lbs.)

39 - 50" girth

Large 1" (70 - 130 lbs.)

32.5 - 40" girth

Large 3/4" (70 - 130 lbs.)

32.5 - 40" girth

Medium / Large (40 - 75 lbs.)

27 - 33" girth

Medium (34 - 60 lbs.)

24.5 - 28 " girth

Small (21 - 33 lbs.)

21.5 - 24" girth

X-Small (12 - 20 lbs.)

17 - 21" girth

Before ordering, please measure your dog for proper fit. If the measurement falls within two
harnesses, we suggest the larger size. (See next Page).
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Measurement Instructions

A = Measuring tape positon
( just behind front legs )
B = Start and finish at this point

Girth Measurement
Using a flexible measuring tape (or leash), measure from just behind the front legs all the way around your
dog. You are measuring the circumference of the body just behind the front legs, like measuring for a "belt.".
Then go to the Products page (SENSE-ible or SENSE-ation) and select the proper size using the girth
measurement.
Please note that the measurement is the best way to get the correct size - DO NOT USE THE WEIGHT
RANGE - to select size.

Chest Measurement
The chest measurement is typically 1/2 the girth measurement and is not required for most dogs.

Some breeds, such as Bulldogs, Bull Terriers, etc., will
require a measurement as per the diagram (right) to
determine a proper fit.
Also, this measurement is necessary for any alteration or
modification requests.
Measure around the center of the forechest, over the
breastbone. Start behind one of the dog's front legs to the
same point behind the other front leg.
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No-slip (Martingale) Collar

Found at: www.petexpertise.com/dawgs
Enter “dawgs5” at checkout for 5 % discount.
Also found at many pet stores.
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Ideal for dogs who back out of their collars and escape.
For dogs who have heads which are smaller than their necks such as Greyhounds.
Reduces coat damage by allowing you to keep the collar a bit more loose yet still have
control when you need it.
Loop provides a convenient "handle".
Adjustable. (Be sure to adjust it to take up excessive slack that may catch on objects.)
Black nylon
Measure around your dog’s neck right behind his ears for proper sizing. Petite: 5-8",
Small: 8-12", Medium: 10-16", Large:14-20" , XLarge: 18-28".

